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1. Introduction

The brittle portion of the Earth’s lithosphere contains a distribution of joints, faults

and cataclastic zones that exist on a wide range of scale-lengths and usually have

complex geometries including bends, jogs, and intersections. The material around these

complexities is subjected to large stress concentrations, which lead during continuing

deformation to the generation of new fracture and granular damage with an associated

evolution of the elasticity, permeability and geometry of the actively deforming regions.

The evolving material and geometrical properties within and around the fault zone can

lead, in turn, to evolution of various aspects of earthquake and fault mechanics.

The geometrical complexity, material heterogeneities and wide range of effective

space-time scales make the quantification of properties and processes associated with

fault zones extremely challenging. Many fundamental questions concerning the

mechanics, structure and evolution of fault zones remain unanswered despite consider-

able research spanning over 100 years. The fourteen papers in this volume provide recent

theoretical and observational perspectives on fault zones. Topics include damage and

breakage rheologies, development of instabilities, fracture and friction, dynamic rupture

experiments, analysis of geodetic data, and geological and laboratory characterizations of

fault traces, fault surfaces, fracture zones, and particles in rock samples from fault zone

environments.

FINZI et al. present computer simulations of the evolution of geometrical and elastic

properties of large strike-slip fault zones and associated deformation fields, using a model

with a seismogenic upper crust governed by a continuum damage rheology. The fault

zones form initially as complex segmented structures and evolve overall with continuing

deformation toward contiguous simpler structures. The simulations generally produce

flower-type structures, consisting of a broad damage zone in the top few kilometers and

highly localized damage deeper. However, at persisting geometrical complexities

significant damage extends throughout the seismogenic zone. DE JOUSSINEAU and AYDIN

discuss observed geometrical properties of surface traces of strike slip faults in the Valley
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of Fire State Park, Nevada, and elsewhere. Analyzing the evolution of trace complexity

with cumulative slip, they find that the number of fault steps can be described as a

negative power law of the total slip. They also show that the mean segment length and

mean step dimensions can be described as positive power laws of the fault offset. In

agreement with previous studies, the results indicate an overall coalescence and

smoothing with progressive fault growth.

GRIFFITH et al. analyze the effects of fracture damage on the effective response of fault

zone rocks using finite-element calculations corresponding to uniaxial compression tests.

The examined model configurations incorporate digitized fracture maps from the Bear

Creek fault zones in the Sierra Nevada batholith, and include fracture-induced material

contrast between damaged tabular zones and stiffer host rocks. The damage zone is

shown to be strongly anisotropic and associated with strain-weakening behavior. The

contrast of elastic moduli between the damage zone and host rock can be larger than

contrasts associated with juxtaposition of different rock lithologies. SAMMIS et al. review

recent laboratory results on dynamic rupture between transparent brittle polymers with

and without pre-existing damage in the form of array of off-fault cracks. Multiple modes

and speeds of rupture are generated depending on the contrast of elastic stiffness and

damage across the fault. Asymmetric dissipation on the network of pre-existing cracks in

tension and compression can overcome other dynamic effects and arrest the rupture

propagation in one direction. The scaling of laboratory results to natural earthquakes is

discussed using theoretical models for dynamic rupture and damage generation.

LOCKER et al. measure the strength and matrix permeability of core samples from

drillholes that cross the Nojima fault that ruptured during the 1995 M = 7.2 Kobe

earthquake in Japan. They find a simple fault zone structure comprised of a relatively

weak fine-grained core with low permeability that impedes flow normal to the fault,

surrounded by a damage zone of fractured rock that provides a high-permeability conduit

for vertical and horizontal flow in the fault plane. MOORE et al. examine in a companion

paper the microstructures and alteration features that correspond to the changes of

strength and permeability in these same core samples. The strength decreases regularly

with increased fracturing and fragmentation. The permeability increases with increasing

fracturing until the rock looses cohesion, at which point the permeability decreases by

1–2 orders of magnitude. Alteration in the fragmented rock further decreases the

permeability. NGUYEN and EINAV use a breakage mechanics model to discuss the

evolution of stress-strain curves, grain size distribution and related properties during

confined comminution of rocks. The results shed light on the permeability evolution and

energy dissipation associated with cataclasite zones. The theoretical results fit well

observational results of laboratory fracturing experiments with several types of

sandstones. The energy considerations highlight the role of changes to the stored strain

energy with changes of the internal configurations of particles in the cataclastic material.

ROCKWELL et al. present laboratory characterizations of the chemistry and particle-size

distributions of pulverized granite at different distances from the San Andreas and

Garlock faults. The results show little weathering other than in the less than 1 micron
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fraction. The particle-size statistics generally follow a pseudo-power law with a

continuously changing exponent. The San Andreas samples have finer grains than those

collected from the Garlock, and the distributions from both faults tend to become finer

with increasing proximity to the fault core. The rock pulverization appears to be

associated with dynamic shattering under locally tensile stress, with a fracturing process

that accounts for a very small fraction of the earthquake energy budget. DOR et al. analyze

microstructure properties of damaged rocks in young sedimentary formations near the

San Andreas fault in the Mojave. The rock samples indicate pervasive fracturing over a

zone that is about 100–200 m from the fault. The fracture fabric is characterized by

preferred orientations that vary with distance from the fault. The results imply a shallow

damage generation process consistent overall with deformation under compression and

perhaps also local dynamic tension very close to the fault.

Beeler discusses theoretically constitutive relations for seismic and aseismic slip on

a fault governed by rate- and state-dependent friction. The study attempts to connect

physical processes with the state of the sliding surface, and to account for strong

weakening at high-slip rates as well as the strength near the brittle-ductile transition

zone. DIETERICH and SMITH simulate stress evolution and seismicity on a rough fault

governed by rate-state friction, which they compare with recent observations of the

spatial distribution of near-fault seismicity. CANDELA et al. provide observational results

on fault roughness with a vertical resolution from 0.5 mm to 20 mm, using LIDAR in

the field and a laser profilimeter in the laboratary for less than 1 micron. They evaluate

different signal processing techniques and use the most reliable to measure the Hurst

scaling parameter of the fault surfaces parallel and perpendicular to the sliding

direction.

HSU et al. use GPS data recorded around the time of the 1999 Chi-Chi earthquake in

Taiwan to derive spatio-temporal variations of slip on the Chelungpu fault. In agreement

with expectations based on rate-state friction, the results indicate coseismic slip on a

shallow patch that was locked before the earthquake and temperature-induced transition

to localized stable sliding at depth. Azimuthal differences between the pre- and post-

seismic GPS velocities are assumed to reflect very low shear stress on the creeping

décollement beneath central Taiwan. REGENAUER-LIEB et al. discuss a general thermo-

dynamic framework in which brittle and ductile deformation processes may give rise to

positive feedback resulting in shear instability. In this context, instabilities thought to

produce landslides and icequakes might also be relevant to earthquake nucleation at the

brittle-ductile transition in the crust.

As illustrated by the detailed and diverse results in this volume, fault zones have

complex structure and mechanics that reflect and affect a variety of physiochemical

processes. Many unanswered questions remain about the properties and processes

associated with fault zones, especially concerning the interaction and feedback between

different components of the fault zone structure and dynamics. Additional multi-

disciplinary studies of the type exemplified by the papers in this volume are required to

clarify further the mechanics, structure and evolution of fault zones.
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